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ABSTRACT
As the need for machine learning (ML) increases rapidly
across all industry sectors, there is a significant interest
among commercial database providers to support “Query
2.0”, which integrates model inference into SQL queries. De-
bugging Query 2.0 is very challenging since an unexpected
query result may be caused by the bugs in training data (e.g.,
wrong labels, corrupted features). In response, we propose
Rain, a complaint-driven training data debugging system.
Rain allows users to specify complaints over the query’s
intermediate or final output, and aims to return a minimum
set of training examples so that if they were removed, the
complaints would be resolved. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to study this problem. A naive solution re-
quires retraining an exponential number of ML models. We
propose two novel heuristic approaches based on influence
functions which both require linear retraining steps. We pro-
vide an in-depth analytical and empirical analysis of the two
approaches and conduct extensive experiments to evaluate
their effectiveness using four real-world datasets. Results
show that Rain achieves the highest recall@k among all the
baselines while still returns results interactively.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Database researchers have long advocated the value of in-
tegrating model inference within the DBMS: data used for
model inference is already in the DBMS, it brings the code
(models) to the data, and it provides a familiar relational user
interface. Early libraries such as MADLib [26] provide this
functionality by leveraging user-defined functions and type
extensions in the DBMS. The recent and tremendous success
of ML in recommendation, ranking, predictions, and struc-
tured extraction over the past decade have led commercial
data management systems [5, 26, 46, 72] to increasingly pro-
viding first-class support for in-DBMS inference: Google’s
BigQuery ML [46] integrates native TensorFlow support, and
SQLServer supports ONNX [18] models. These developments
point towards mainstream adoption of this new querying
paradigm that we call Query 2.01.
Many companies already leverage Query 2.0 in their core
business. CompanyX2 customers can define user cohorts
using traditional and model-based predicates (details in Sec-
tion 2). For example, Figure 1 finds and counts the number
of active users in the previous month (active_last_month)
that are likely to churn (Mj .predict()). The latter predi-
cate uses the model Mj to estimate whether the user will
churn. Cohorts are used for email campaigns, downstream
analyses, and client monitoring. In fact, 100% of the com-
pany’s user segmentation logic are performed within the
DBMS. Beyond CompanyX, both industry [47, 72] and re-
search [8, 28, 37, 45, 48] are advocating for Query 2.0.
Unfortunately, Query 2.0 is considerably more challeng-
ing to debug than traditional relational queries because the
1In analogy to Machine Learning as “Software 2.0” [32, 60, 77]
2Name anonymized.
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Figure 1: CompanyX cohort query, its workflow, and output
visualization where the user specifies surprising output val-
ues. Training and model inference steps in red.
results depend on not only the queried data 3 (e.g., U,L), but
also the training data that are used to fit the predictive mod-
els used in the query. Training data are a major factor in
determining a model’s accuracy, and when a model makes
incorrect predictions, it is challenging to even identify the er-
roneous training records [77]. Thus, even if the query and
queried data are correct, errors in the training data can
cause incorrect query results.
As one example, CompanyX tracks users on e-commerce
websites and scrapes the pages for data to estimate user re-
tention. They regularly retrain their model Mj . However,
systematic errors, such as changing the name of a product
category or adding a new check-out step, can cause Mj to
suddenly underestimate user churn likelihoods. Customers
will see a surprising cohort size drop in the monitoring chart
(Figure 1) and complain4. Despite assertions and error check-
ing in their workflow systems, CompanyX engineers still
spend considerable time to find the training errors. Ideally, a
debugging system can help them quickly identify examples
of the training records that were responsible for the customer
complaint.
Query debugging is not new, and there are existing expla-
nation and debugging approaches for relational queries or
machine learningmodels. SQL explanation [3, 54, 64, 80] uses
user complaints of query results to identify queried records or
predicates, and can fix the complaint through intervention
(deleting those records). However in the context of Query
2.0, these methods would only identify errors in the queried
data (e.g., U,L in Figure 1), rather than in Mj ’s training data.
On the other hand, case-basedML explanation algorithms [33,
85] use labeledmispredictions to identify training points that,
if removed, would fix the mispredictions. This is akin to spec-
ifying complaints over the intermediate outputs of the query
(specifically, the outputs of the Mj .predict() predicate).
Unfortunately, finding and labeling the mispredictions can
take considerable effort. Further, users such as CompanyX’s
customers only see the final chart.
3In machine learning literature queried data is sometimes called inference
data or serving data.
4Perhaps angrily.
To this end, we presentRain, a system to facilitate complaint-
driven data debugging for Query 2.0. Given that the query
and the queried data are correct, Rain detects label errors in
the training data. Users simply report errors in intermediate
or final query results as complaints, which specify whether
an output value should be higher, lower, or equal to an al-
ternative value, or if an output tuple should not exist. Rain
returns a subset of training records that, if the models are re-
trained without those records, would most likely address the
complaints. This problem combines aspects of integer pro-
gramming, bi-level optimization, and combinatorial search
over all subsets of training records—each is challenging in
isolation, and together poses novel challenges faced neither
by SQL nor ML explanation approaches.
To address these challenges, this paper describes and evalu-
ates two techniques that bring together SQL and ML explana-
tion techniques. Both iteratively identify training records that,
if removed, are most likely to fix user complaints. TwoStep
uses a two-step approach: it models the output of model
inference as a view, and uses an existing SQL explanation
method to identify records in the view that are responsible
for user complaints. Those records are marked as mispredic-
tions and then used as input to a case-based ML explanation
algorithm. This method works well when SQL explanation
can correctly identify the model mispredictions (or the user
directly labels them). However, it can work poorly when
there are many satisfying solutions for the complaints in
the SQL explanation step; we call this complaint ambiguity,
and provide theoretical intuition and empirical evidence that
it causes TwoStep to incorrectly identify erroneous training
points.
To address these limitations, the Holistic approach models
the entire pipeline—the query plan, model training, and user
complaints—as a single optimization problem. This directly
measures the effect of each training record on the user com-
plaints, without needing to guess mispredictions correctly.
We also provide theoretical intuition for when andwhyHolis-
tic should be more effective than existing approaches that
do not account for SQL queries nor user complaints. To sum-
marize, our contributions include:
• A formalization of complaint-driven training data debug-
ging for Query 2.0, along with motivating use cases.
• The design and implementation of Rain, a solution frame-
work that integrates elements of existing SQL and case-
based ML explanation algorithms. Rain supports SPJA
queries that use differentiable models such as linearmodels
and neural networks.
• TwoStep, which sequentially combines existing ILP-based
SQL explanation approaches and ML influence analysis
techniques. Our theoretical analysis shows that TwoStep
is sensitive to the ILP’s solution space, and we empirically
validate this in the experiments.
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• Holistic, which combine user complaints, the query, and
model training in a single problem that avoids the ambi-
guity issues in TwoStep.
• An extensive evaluation of Rain against existing explana-
tion baselines. We use a range of datasets containing rela-
tional, textual, and image data. We validate our theoretical
analyses: TwoStep is susceptible to performance degrada-
tion when ambiguity is high, and that approaches that do
not use complaints are misled when there are considerable
systematic training set errors. We find that Holistic’s accu-
racy dominates the other approaches—including settings
where alternative approaches cannot find any erroneous
training records—and iteratively returns training records in
interactive time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents example use cases. Section 3 formally defines
the Query 2.0 debugging problem and discusses the computa-
tional challenge. We propose two novel approaches to solve
the problem. Section 4 presents their main ideas and Sec-
tion 5 describes the overall system architecture and details.
Experimental results are presented in Section 6, followed by
related work (Section 7) and conclusion (Section 8).
2 USE CASE
Rain helps identify systematic errors in training datasets that
cause model mispredictions that, later on, introduce errors in
downstream analyses. These errors can come from errors in
manual labeling, procedural labelling [59], or automated data
generation processes [12]. This section presents illustrative
use cases that can benefit from complaint-based debugging.
2.1 Example Use Cases
E-commerce Marketing: CompanyX specializes in retail
marketing. One of its core services manages email market-
ing campaigns for its customers. 10-20 ML models predict
different user characteristics (e.g., will a user churn, product
affinity). Customers see model predictions as attributes in
views, and can use them, or raw user profile data, to cre-
ate predicates to define user cohorts that are used in email
campaigns and tracked over time (e.g., Figure 1).
For development simplicity, CompanyX uses Google Big-
Query for model training, cohort creation, and monitoring;
the queries are instrumented at different points to be visual-
ized or monitored purposes. For example, customer-facing
metrics dashboards visualize user cohort sizes over time, and
customers can set alerts for when the cohort’s size drops or
increases very rapidly, or exceeds some threshold.
CompanyX collects training data by scraping their cus-
tomers’ e-commercewebsites. However, changes to thewebsite—
such as adding a new check-out step, or changing a product
category—can introduce systematic training errors that de-
grade the re-trained models, and ultimately trigger customer
monitoring alerts and lead to customer questions. Pipeline
monitoring is not enough to pinpoint the relevant training
records, and their engineers are challenged to find and char-
acterize the culprit training records.
Entity Resolution: A data scientist scrapes and trains a
boolean classification model to use for entity resolution
(e.g., given two business records, the model can determine
whether they refer to the same real-world entity). However,
when she uses it as the join condition over two business
listings (Listings1 ▷◁Mj .predict(∗)=1 Listings2), she finds that
the dining business categories have zero matches. She is sure
that should not be the case and wants to understand why
the classifier is incorrect.
Image Analysis: An engineer collects an image dataset and
wants to train a hot-dog classifier. To create labels, she de-
cides to use distant supervision [84], and writes a program-
matic labelling function. She uses the classifier to label a hot-
dog, and a non-hot-dog dataset, equi-joins the two datasets
on the predicted label, and plots the resulting count. She is
surprised that there are many join results when there should
not have been any, and complains that the count should be 0.
2.2 Desired Criteria
Ultimately, manual pipeline and training data analysis is
time-consuming and difficult. The above use cases highlight
desired criteria that motivate complaint-driven data debug-
ging for Query 2.0. First, is the ability to express data errors
at different points in the query pipeline. This is important
because users may only have access to specific output or
intermediate results, or only have the time/expertise to com-
ment on aggregated query results rather than manually label
individual model predictions.
For example in Figure 1, the user may specify errors in the
final query result, but an ML engineer may collect a sample
of the model predictions in the output of Mj .predict(U.*)
and identify errors there as well. Similarly, another customer
may find errors in a separate query that uses Mj . The system
should be able to use all pieces of information to identify the
erroneous training records.
Second, users want to describe how data are incorrect and
what their expectations of what correct data should look
like. This requires a flexible complaint specification, rather
than labeling mispredictions. For instance, when viewing
Figure 1’s chart, the customer may state that the right-most
erroneous points should be the value of the red points, or
perhaps that they should not exist at all.
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Q1 : SELECT AVG(M.predict(R)) FROM R
Q2 : SELECT COUNT(*) FROM R WHERE M.predict(R)
Q3 : SELECT * FROM R1 and R2 WHERE M.predict(R1) = M.predict(R2)
Q4 : SELECT * FROM R1 and R2 WHERE M.predict(R1+R2)
Q5 : SELECT COUNT(*) FROM R GROUP BY M.predict(R)
Table 1: Query 2.0 examples. Model prediction can be em-
bedded in an aggregation/projections (Q1), filters (Q2), join
conditions (Q3, Q4), and group bys (Q5).
3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
This section formalizes the Query 2.0 debugging problem
that we will study in this work. Also, we are going to discuss
the computational hurdles in solving the problem efficiently.
3.1 Defining Query 2.0
Query 2.0 consists of a SQL query that embeds one or more
MLmodels. This work focuses on Select-Project-Join-Aggregate
(SPJA) SQL queries which have zero or more inner joins and
embed a single classification ML model. In contrast to clas-
sification models, which assign probabilities to each class,
regression does not always have probabilistic interpreta-
tions to the outputs. Supporting those models, the full SQL
standard, and multiple models is left to future work. Note
however, that the query can use the same model in multiple
expressions.
Specifically, we support SP, SPJ, SPJA queries, such as:
SELECT agg(·), · · · FROM R1, R2 · · · Rn
WHERE C1 AND · · · AND Cm
GROUP BY G1, G2 · · ·Gk
where agg can be COUNT, SUM, or AVG, and each Ci is
either a filter condition or a join condition. Conjunctive and
disjunctive predicates are supported as well. A model M can
appear in the SELECTION, WHERE, or GROUP BY clause
(Table 1).
• SELECTION: model prediction appears in an aggregation
function, denoted by agg(M.predict). For example, if M
estimates customer salary, then Q1 returns the average
estimated salary.
• WHERE: model prediction appears in a filter condition or
a join condition. For example, if M predicts if a customer
will churn or not, then Q2 returns the number of customers
that may churn. If M extracts the user type, then Q3 returns
pairs of customers from two datasets that are the same user
type (note that Q3 is a SPJ query). Finally, if M estimates
if two records are the same entity, then Q4 finds pairs of
records that are the same entity.
• GROUP BY: model prediction appears in the GROUP BY
clause. For example, if M predicts the sentiment of a cus-
tomer comment, then Q5 returns the number of comments
for each sentiment class (positive, neutral, or negative).
Let T be the training set formodelM andD = {R1, R2, · · · , Rn}
denotes a database containing queried relations. The trained
model M will make predictions using data from D. Given a
query Q, we denote its output result over D by Q(D; M(T)).
If the context is clear, the notation is simplified as Q(D; T).
3.2 Complaint Models
A user may have a complaint about the query output Q(D; T).
We consider two types: value complaints and tuple complaints.
A value complaint lets the user askwhy an output attribute
value in Q(D; T) is not equal to (larger than or smaller than)
another value. In Figure 1, the user can specify why the two
right-most low points in the visualization are not equal to
(or larger than) the corresponding red points.
A tuple complaint lets the user ask why an output tuple in
Q(D; T) appears in the output. This can be because a tuple
should have been filtered by a predicate that compares with
a model prediction, or because an aggregated group exists
when it should not. For example, the user may ask why a pair
of loyal customers are in the join output of Q3 in Table 1.
Definition 3.1 presents a formal definition of complaints.
Definition 3.1 (Complaint). A complaint c(t) is expressed
as a boolean constraint over a tuple t in the output relation
Q(D; T). The complaint can take two forms. The first is a
Value Complaint over an attribute value t[a], where op ∈ {=
, ≤, ≥} and v may take any value in the attribute’s domain (if
t[a] is discrete, then ≤, ≥ do not apply):
cvalue
(
t, Q(D; T)) = {True, if t[a] op v
False, otherwise
(1)
The second is a Tuple Complaint over the tuple t which states
that t should not be in the output relation:
ctuple
(
t, Q(D; T)) = {True, if t < Q(D; T)
False, otherwise
(2)
Multiple Complaints: The user may express multiple com-
plaints against the result of Q(D; T) or even against interme-
diate results of the query. In addition, if the user executed
other queries using the same model M(T), then complaints
against those queries may also be used to identify training
set errors. For ease of presentation, the text will focus on the
single complaint case. However, the proposed approaches
support multiple complaints, and we evaluate them in the
experiments.
3.3 Problem Statement
Given a Query 2.0 query, there can be several ways to account
for a user’s complaint c by making changes to the training
set T. For example, one might modify training examples in
T, augment it with new training examples or even delete
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training examples. While all the above interventions make
sense in different scenarios, for simplicity in this work we
will focus on deletions of training examples from T. Given
the definitions of the previous subsection, we are ready to
define the Query 2.0 debugging problem.
Definition 3.2 (Query 2.0 Debugging Problem). Given a
training dataset T, a database D containing queried rela-
tions, a query Q, and a complaint c, the goal is to identify
the minimum set of training records such that if they were
deleted, the complaint would be resolved:
minimize
D⊆T
|D|
subject to c
(
t, Q(D; T \ D)) = True
A brute force solution is to enumerate every possible set of
deletions, and for each set, to retrain the model, update the
query result, and evaluate the complaint. However, this needs
to retrain up to 2|T| models. The key is to reduce the number
of models retrained. In the following, we propose two novel
heuristic approaches which both reduce the number from
exponential to linear.
4 BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first introduce the concept of influence
functions in ML explanation and then present the main ideas
of our approaches.
4.1 Influence Functions
Influence functions provide a powerful way to estimate how
the model parameters change by adding/deleting/updating
a training point without retraining the model. For example,
suppose one wants to know to delete which training point
will lead to the best model parameters (i.e., the minimum
model loss). A brute-force approach needs to enumerate
every training point and retrain |T| models. As will be shown
below, influence functions do not involve any retraining.
Let a training set T include n pairs of feature vectors and
labels zi = (xi, yi). An ML model parametrized by j is trained
with the following loss function (ℓ is the training record loss):
L(j ) = 1n
n∑
i=1
ℓ(zi, j )
A strongly convex function L has a unique solution5:
j ∗ = argmin
j
L(j )
5Influence functions have been extended to non-convex models, and we
evaluate a neural network model in our appendix.
Adding a new training sample z with weight eto the training
loss leads to new set of optimal parameters j ∗e:
j ∗e = argminj
{L(j ) + e· ℓ(z, j )} (3)
In general, we are interested in a closed-form expression of
j ∗e for e = ± 1n , which can estimate the effect of adding or
removing a training point without retraining. Unfortunately,
such a closed-form expression does not generally exist. The
Influence Function approach quantifies the case when e≈ 0.
By the first order optimality condition, since j ∗e minimizes
the objective of Equation (3)
∇j L(j ∗e) + e· ∇j ℓ(z, j ∗e) = 0
The derivative of the equation above with respect to e, taking
into account that j ∗e is a function of e, yields
∇2j L(j ∗e)
dj ∗e
de + e· ∇
2
j ℓ(z, j ∗e)
dj ∗e
de + ∇j ℓ(z, j
∗
e) = 0
Recent work has shown that using the derivative where
e= 0 is a good approximation of the change in model param-
eters for (j ∗–1/n or j ∗1/n) [21, 34]. Substituting Hj ∗ = ∇2j L(j ∗ ),
where Hj ∗ is the Hessian of the loss function L(j ), and simple
algebra derives the following when e= 0:
dj ∗e
de

e=0
= –H–1j ∗∇j ℓ(z, j ∗)
Note e is dropped from j ∗e because it is set to 0.
In our problem, we wish to approximate the effect of train-
ing points on user complaints. To do so, we will construct a
differentiable function q(j ∗e) that represents user complaints
by encoding the SQL query, ML model, and user complaints.
Section 5.3 and Section 5.2 describe two encoding procedures.
Given q(j ∗e), the effect of a training point is straightforward
using the chain rule:
dq(j ∗e)
de

e=0
= –∇j q(j ∗) H–1j ∗∇j ℓ(z, j ∗) (4)
Computing H–1j ∗∇j ℓ(z, j ∗) can become a significant bot-
tleneck as a naive implementation requires O(d2) space and
O(d3) time. The authors of [35] leverage prior work [51] so
that the total time and space complexity scales linearly in
the dimension d. The calculation is posed as a linear system
of equations, and approximately solved using the conjugate
gradient algorithm. Instead of inverting the Hessian, the con-
jugate gradient relies on Hessian vector products that can
be efficiently computed via backpropagation.
4.2 Main Ideas of Our Approaches
Unfortunately, influence functions cannot be directly applied
to solve the Query 2.0 Debugging Problem since we need
to calculate the impact of deletions of training points on a
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Figure 2: Rain architecture.
Query 2.0 query output, and SQL queries are not naturally
differentiable.
We use two novel ideas to address this challenge. TwoStep
first calculates the impact of deletions of training points
on model parameters and then calculates the impact of the
changes of model parameters on the query result. Holistic
encodes a Query 2.0 query (both SQL and model parts) into a
single differentiable function and then directly calculates the
impact of deletions of training points on the query result.
We developed Rain, a Query 2.0 debugging system that im-
plements TwoStep and Holistic approaches. The next section
will describe the system details.
4.3 Why are Complaints Important?
Influence analysis can already be used to detect training
errors based on the model loss without the need for com-
plaints [35]. The high sensitivity of the loss on a training
record can be interpreted as a corrupted training record. Thus
why are complaints important?
The main reason is that models can overfit to systematic
training errors, and cause loss-based rankings to rank such
errors arbitrarily low in terms of loss sensitivity. For example,
changes in the checkout code might cause CompanyX to not
log successful transactions for some customers; the trained
model may then assume that similar customers will churn.
In contrast, SQL queries and complaints provide a vocabu-
lary to specify systematic errors. This vocabulary generalizes
existing work that labels individual mispredictions [33, 85] or
specifies undesirable prediction output distributions [4]. Our
experiments show that even a single aggregation complaint
can identify systematic training errors more effectively than
hundreds of labeled mispredictions.
5 THE RAIN SYSTEM
This section describes the overall architecture of Rain, which
uses either TwoStep (Section 5.2) or Holistic (Section 5.3) to
solve the Query 2.0 Debugging Problem.
5.1 Architecture Overview
Rain (Figure 2) consists of a query processor that supports
trainingmachine learningmodels (step 0 ), performingmodel
inference (step 1 ) and executing SQL queries based on the
model outputs (step 2 ). The user examines the output or
intermediate result set of a query Q, and specifies a set of
complaints C (step 3 complaints that the result should be 2
instead of 1). The optimizer uses a simple heuristic to choose
between the two methods. As we will discuss in Section 5.2,
TwoStep is preferable when there is a unique way to fix the
querying set predictions that resolves C. For all other cases,
Holistic is used.
TwoStep turns the complaints into a discrete ILP prob-
lem and uses an off-the-shelf solver (step 4 ) to label a sub-
set of the model inferences with their (estimated) correct
predictions. If multiple satisfying solutions exist (step 5 ),
solvers will opaquely output one of the solutions dependent
on the specific implementation (step 6 ). The solution is en-
coded as an influence function to estimate how each training
record “fixes” the mispredictions (step 7 ). Holistic encodes
the query and model training as a single relaxed provenance
polynomial (step 8 ) that serves as an influence function
to estimate how much each training record “fixes” the com-
plaints (step 9 ). For both approaches, Rain finds the top k
training records by influence (step 10 ).
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Both approaches will first rerun Q (step 2 ) in a “debug
mode” to generate fine-grained lineage metadata that en-
codes the optimization problem. Rain then runs a train-rank-
fix scheme, where each iteration (re)trains the model (step
0 ), reruns the query (step 1 - 2 ), finds and deletes the top
training records by influence (step 4 - 10 ), and repeats. The
result is a sequence of training records that comprise the
output explanation D. Assuming each iteration selects the
top-k training records, then Rain executes |D|k iterations.
5.2 TwoStep Approach
Query 2.0 plans consist of relational pipelines and model
inference. Since there are existing solutions to address each in
isolation, the naive approach combines them into a TwoStep
solution. This section describes this approach, and provides
intuition on its strengths and limitations.
5.2.1 Approach Details. We now describe the SQL and In-
fluence Analysis steps of TwoStep.
SQL Step: At a high level, TwoStep replaces each model
inference expression, such as Mj .predict(U.*) in Figure 1,
with a materialized prediction view containing the input’s pri-
mary key and the prediction result. Let VM be the prediction
view for model M, and DT be the database containing the
views. Q(D; T) can be rewritten as Qm(DT) to instead refer
to the model views rather than perform model inference di-
rectly. For instance, the query in Figure 1 would be rewritten
as follows:
SELECT COUNT (*) FROM Users U, Logins L, Vm
WHERE U.ID = L.ID AND U.ID = Vm.ID
AND L.active_last_month
AND Vm.prediction = "Churn"
We build on Tiresias [54], which takes as input a set of com-
plaints, along with attributes in queried relations that can
be changed to fix those complaints. It translates the com-
plaints and query into an ILP, where marked attributes are
replaced with free variables that the solver (e.g., Gurobi [23],
CPLEX [27]) assigns. We mark the predicted attribute in the
prediction views, and the objective minimizes the number
of prediction changes.
The translation to an ILP relies on database provenance
concepts. Each potential output of Qm defines a function over
the prediction view that evaluates to 1 if the tuple exists in
the query output for the given prediction view or 0 if not. In
addition, each aggregation output value of Qm defines a func-
tion over the prediction view that returns the aggregation
value. Prior provenance work [6, 22] shows how to translate
the supported queries into symbolic representations of these
functions also known as provenance polynomials, which
Tiresias encodes as ILP constraints.
We illustrate the reduction for the example in Figure 1:
Example 5.1. Let the query plan for Figure 1 first filter
and join L with U, and then apply the churn filter before
the aggregation. Let K be the number of the remaining rows
after the join and filter on L, and r ∈ {0, 1}K be the binary
model predictions over these rows. ri = 1 means the user
is predicted to churn, and the query result is
∑K
i=1 ri. If the
user complains that the query output should be X, then the
generated ILP is as follows, where ti , ri means that record
i should be labeled as a misprediction:
minimize
t∈{0,1}K
K∑
i=1
|ti – ri| (5)
subject to
K∑
i=1
ti = X
Rain goes beyond this simple example and supports the
queries and complaints described in Section 3.
Influence Analysis Step: The previous step assigns each
recordxi a (possibly “corrected”) label ti: {xi, ti}Ki=1. Let pti (xi, j )
be the probability that model Mj predicts xi to be class ti,
where j is the vector of the ML model parameters. We con-
struct function q(j ) = –∑Ki=1 pti (xi, j ) that is used as input
to an influence analysis framework [24, 33, 35, 85]. These
frameworks return a ranking of training points that, if re-
moved, are most likely to change the predictions of xi to ti;
this indirectly addresses the user’s complaint.
For example, suppose we use the influence analysis frame-
work of [35]. TwoStep uses Equation (4) to score every train-
ing record. The initially trainedmodel has optimal parameters
j ∗. The training loss Hessian Hj ∗ and the training loss gra-
dient of each training record ∇j ℓ(z, j ∗) are evaluated at j ∗.
The function q constructed by TwoStep is then substituted
to encode the user’s complaint. Training records with large
positive scores imply that their removal would decrease q
the most, implicitly addressing the complaint. TwoStep ranks
these records at the top.
In most settings, the number of records not marked as
a misprediction (ti = ri) is considerably larger than those
marked as mispredictions (ti , ri), and encoding all of them
slows down the influence analysis step. In our experiments,
we only encode the marked mispredictions into q(·) in Equa-
tion (4), and empirically find that they result in comparable
rankings as when encoding all records.
5.2.2 Limitations and Analysis. Although TwoStep is sim-
ple, there are several limitations due to the nature of the ILP
formulation of the SQL step. First, the ILP problem can be am-
biguous and is not guaranteed to identify the correct solution.
Second, TwoStep depends on the user submitting a correct
complaint. We discuss both limitations in this subsection.
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Ambiguity: The generated ILP may not always have a
unique solution. For example, Figure 2 shows how the ILP
of a complaint on a COUNT aggregation can have multiple
solutions A1, A2, . . . , An (step 4 ). We call such complaints
ambiguous. Picking a solution Ai in step 5 that makes incor-
rect prediction fixes can negatively affect the influence step
6 . Intuitively, a complaint with more ILP solutions should
lead to worse rankings because, among all solutions that min-
imize the ILP problem, only a few minimize Definition 3.2.
We identify two sources of ambiguity.
The first are aggregations. In Figure 2, flipping any single
prediction 0 is a valid and minimal solution, but only one
solution is correct. The same argument extends to all the
aggregates supported by Rain as all of them are symmetric
with respect to their inputs.
The second are join and selection predicates. Consider
a join A ▷◁A.a=B.b B, where A.a and B.b are both estimated
by a model M. If the user specifies that a join result should
not exist, then one has to choose between changing A.a or
B.b. More generally, selection predicates that involve two or
more model predictions can also be ambiguous.
Our appendix lists specific settings where ambiguity prov-
ably causes TwoStep to rank the true training errors arbi-
trarily low, thus forbidding us sampling multiple solutions
from ILP to avoid bad results for the whole problem. Unfor-
tunately, formally quantifying its effect in the general case
is challenging because partially correct solutions Ai can still
yield high quality rankings depending on the model and the
corrupted training records.
Our experiments vary the level of ambiguity and empiri-
cally suggest that TwoStep performs better when the number
of solutions of the SQL step is smaller.
Complaint Sensitivity: The second limitation is due to the
discrete formulation of the ILP: identifying correct assign-
ments depends on the correctness of the complaint. For exam-
ple, if the user selected a slightly incorrect X in Equation (5),
the satisfying assignments can be considerably different than
the true mispredictions. Unfortunately, if the user finds sur-
prising points in a visualization, she may have an intuition
that the point should be higher or lower, but is unlikely to
know its exact correct value. We see this sensitivity in our
experiments.
5.3 Holistic Approach
In this section, we present the Holistic approach that ad-
dresses many of the limitations of TwoStep. The key insight
is to connect training records with the user complaints by
modeling the query probabilistically and interpreting the
confidence of model predictions as probabilities. This lets
us leverage prior work in probabilistic databases [13, 29] to
represent Query 2.0 statements as a differentiable function
that is amendable to influence analysis. Note that although
provenance and influence analysis alone build on prior work,
integrating them for the purpose of complaint-driven train-
ing data debugging is the key novelty.
5.3.1 Relaxation Approach. As noted above, the symbolic
SQL query representations are not naturally differentiable
due to discrete inputs (values in the prediction views), and
thus are incompatible with an influence analysis framework.
In contrast to TwoStep, Holistic leverages techniques from
probabilistic databases [13, 29] to relax these functions of
discrete inputs into continuous variable functions.
Revisiting Equation (5), Holistic substitutes the count of
churn predictions with the expectation of the count. For
example, let ri(j ) be the boolean churn prediction and pi(j )
be the churn probability assigned by Mj ,Holistic substitutes:
K∑
i=1
ri(j )→
K∑
i=1
pi(j ).
Unfortunately, expectations of provenance polynomials
are not always straightforward to compute. Even calculat-
ing the expectation of a k-DNF formula is #P-complete [29].
To sidestep the computational difficulty of exact probabilis-
tic relaxation, we propose a tractable alternative under the
simplifying assumption that variables and sub-expressions
are independent. We first replace discrete predictions in the
provenance polynomial with their corresponding probabili-
ties (similar to ri(j )→ pi(j ) above). We then replace boolean
operators (AND, OR, NOT) with continuous alternatives
x AND y → x · y
x OR y → 1 – (1 – x) · (1 – y)
NOT x → (1 – x).
Observe that the first two formulas above can be mapped
to the probability formulas for the AND and OR of two inde-
pendent random variables. Our relaxation applies this rule
even when x and y are complex expressions that share ran-
dom variables and thus may not be independent. When each
variable appears only once in the provenance polynomial as
discussed in [29], our approach yields the actual expectation.
Our relaxation focuses on tractability. Alternative differen-
tiable relaxations of logical constraints based on probabilis-
tic interpretations are axiomatically principled [82] albeit
generally intractable. Comparing relaxation approaches is a
promising direction for future work.
5.3.2 Translating complaints to influence functions. To adapt
the above into an influence analysis framework, we translate
user complaints over relaxed provenance polynomials into
a differentiable function q(j ) that we want to minimize. We
will first assume one equality complaint ti[a] = X on a single
value, and then relax these assumptions to support multiple,
more general complaints.
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Q1 SELECT COUNT(*) FROM DBLP WHERE predict(*)=’match’
Q2 SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Enron
WHERE predict(*)=‘spam’ AND text LIKE ‘%word%’
Q3 SELECT * FROM MNIST L, MNIST R WHERE predict(L) = predict(R)
Q4 SELECT COUNT(*) FROM MNIST L, MNIST R WHERE predict(L) = predict(R)
Q5 SELECT COUNT(*) FROM MNIST WHERE predict(*)=1
Q6 SELECT AVG(predict(*)) FROM Adult GROUP BY gender
Q7 SELECT AVG(predict(*)) FROM Adult GROUP BY agedecade
Table 2: Summary of queries used in the experiments.
predict(·) is shorthand forMj .predict(·).
Let rq(j ) be the relaxed provenance polynomial for ti[a].
We adapt it to the complaint by defining q(j ) = (rq(j ) – X)2.
Minimizing q(j ) forces ti[a] to be close to X. Akin to Sec-
tion 5.2, this function is now compatible with modern influ-
ence analysis frameworks [24, 35, 85].
We support tuple complaints by taking the relaxed tuple
polynomial rq(j ) for tuple t, and defining q(j ) = (rq(j ) – 0)2.
Inequality value complaints like t[a] >= X are supported
within the train-rank-fix scheme of the system. While the
complaint is false, we model it as an equality complaint;
iterations where the inequality is satisfied can ignore the
complaint until it is once again violated. Finally, to support
multiple complaints, we sum their q functions.
6 EXPERIMENTS
Our experiments seek to understand the trade-offs of Rain
as compared to existing SQL-only and ML-only explana-
tion methods, and to understand when complaint-based data
debugging can be effective. We then study how ambiguity,
increasing the number of complaints, and errors in the com-
plaints affect Rain and the baselines. The majority of our
experiments are performed using linear models. Our appen-
dix also uses neural network models.
6.1 Experimental Settings
We now describe the experimental settings. We use a range
of SPJA queries summarized in Table 2.
6.1.1 Approaches. We evaluate 3 baselines and the two ap-
proaches in this paper. Each approach returns a ranked list of
training points using a train-rank-fix scheme. Each iteration
trains the model, and then selects and removes the top-10
ranked training records. Thus, removed records affect future
iterations and potentially improves the results.
For the baselines, Loss ranks from the highest training
loss to lowest, it is the most convenient approach because
it is naturally computed during training; InfLoss uses the
model-based influence analysis [35] to rank a training point
higher if removing it increases its individual training loss
the most. This is the state of the art approach of using the in-
fluence analysis framework for training set debugging with-
out requiring additional labels. We compare these against
TwoStep (Section 5.2) and Holistic (Section 5.3).
6.1.2 Datasets. Weuse record, text, and image-based datasets.
In each experiment, we will systematically corrupt the labels
of K training records.
DBLP-GOOG publication entity resolution dataset used in
[14]. Each publication entry contains four attributes: title,
author list, venue, and year. It contains two bibliographical
sources—DBLP and Google Scholar—and the logistic regres-
sion model classifies a pair of DBLP, Scholar entries as same
or not. We represent each pair using 17 features from [36].
The dataset is split in a training and querying set and a
logistic regression model is trained.
ADULT income dataset [17], also known as the “Census
Income” dataset. The task of this dataset is to predict based
on census data whether a person makes more than 50K$ per
year. Following the code of the author’s of [16], we take three
features of the dataset, namely age, education and gender and
turn them in 18 binary variables. This process creates a lot of
training examples with identical features (but not necessarily
identical labels). Creating large groups of training examples
with identical features is a necessary preprocessing step
for many approaches of countering bias in learning [67]. In
Section 6.5, we shall see that it also introduces complications
in training bug detection.
ENRON spam classification dataset [55]. It contains 5172
emails received and sent by ENRON employees. The logistic
regression model classifies each email as spam or not spam.
Each email is represented as a bag of words.
MNIST digits recognition dataset [43] contains 70000 hand-
written images of 0-9 digits, each consisting of a 28 × 28
grid of pixels. The task is given an input image to output the
digit depicted. We will experiment on this dataset using both
logistic regression and neural architectures trained on 10000
training examples.
6.1.3 Training Errors: Our experiments generate systematic
training set errors by corrupting training labels. To do so,
we choose records that match a predicate, and change the
labels for a subset of the matching records. For example, for
some of the MNIST image experiments, we select images of
the digit 1, and change varying subsets of those images to be
labeled 7. We describe the predicate and subset size in the
corresponding experiments.
6.1.4 Complaints: The majority of our experiments spec-
ify equality value complaints for outputs of aggregation
queries, tuple deletion complaints for outputs of join and
non-aggregation queries. The complaints are generated from
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the ground truth. In Section 6.6, we execute two queries
on the same query dataset and submit complaints for both
queries; we also simulate misspecified equality value com-
plaints that overestimate or underestimate the correct value,
or where the value is completely incorrect.
6.1.5 Metrics: We report recall rk as the percentage of cor-
rectly identified training records in the top-k returned records,
where k ∈ [0,K] increases to the number of actual corrup-
tions K . Unlike ML model evaluation, we note that for a
given k, precision can be derived from recall.
Comparing curves across experiments can be challeng-
ing, thus we take inspiration from the area under the curve
measure for precision-recall curves (AUCPR) to introduce
an area under the curve measure for our corruption-recall
curves. We call it AUCCR, and compute it as the normalized
average of the recalls across all k values: AUC = 2K
∑K
k=1 rk
where rk are the recall percentages. We also report running
time when appropriate.
6.1.6 Implementation: All our experiments are imple-
mented in Tensorflow [1] and run on a google cloud n1-
highmem-32 machine (32 vCPU, 208GB memory) with 4
NVIDIA V100 GPU. All models are implemented in Keras,
and trained using the L-BFGS algorithm in Tensorflow. As
noted in Section 4, we use the conjugate gradient algorithm
to efficiently calculate ∇j q(j ∗)H–1j ∗ .
6.2 Baseline Comparison: SPA Queries
We first evaluate the efficacy of complaint-based methods
as compared to the baselines for detecting systematic errors
in training records. We use a COUNT(*) query, and a single
value complaint with the correct equality value. We first
report detailed results for systematic corruptions of the DBLP
dataset, where we flip a percentage of the match training
labels to be notmatch. The percentage varies from 30% to
70% of the match training records, affecting 7% to 17% of
the training labels accordingly. We run Q1 from Table 2, and
complain that the count is incorrect.
Figure 3 shows the recall curves for low (30%), medium
(50%), and high (70%) corruption rates, where the grey line
is a reference for perfect recall. Both loss-based approaches
(Loss, InfLoss) degrade substantially as the corruption rate
increases because the model begins to overfit to the training
corruptions instead. This is corroborated by Figure 4. There
we observe the F1 score of the model, the geometric mean of
the model precision and recall, on the querying set as the cor-
ruption rate increases. For small corruption rates, the model
treats the few corruptions as outliers and it does not fit them
leading to robust performance. However, this changes for
corruption rates larger than 50% where performance starts
Figure 3: Recall curves when varying corruption rate for
DBLP (grey line is perfect recall). Loss-based approaches per-
form poorly as corruption rate increases, while TwoStep im-
proves at very high corruption rates (70%). Holistic domi-
nates the other approaches.
to drop drastically indicating that the model has started fit-
ting to the corrupted data. TwoStep initially performs poorly,
but improves as the systematic errors dominate the training
set (70%) and reduce the complaint ambiguity. In contrast,
Holistic is nearly perfect, and is robust to the different cor-
ruption rates. For reference, the AUCCRof the approaches
for medium corruption are shown as the first row in Table 3.
Figure 4: F1 vs corruption
rate on DBLP
Figure 5: Per-iteration run-
time on DBLP, 50% corrup-
tion. InfLoss takes 46.1s.
Figure 5 shows the runtime for each train-rank-fix iter-
ation. We report three values, based on the terms in Equa-
tion (4). Train refers to model retraining to compute the
model parameters j ∗; Encode refers to the cost of computing
the influence function –∇j q(j ∗); Rank refers to evaluating
∇j q(j ∗)H–1j ∗ , which is dominated by calculating the Hessian
vector products required by the conjugate gradient approach
of [51]. Loss is the fastest because it simply uses the train-
ing loss and avoids costly influence estimation; InfLoss has
similar or worse recall curves than Loss, but is by far the
slowest because it computes a unique influence function for
each training record. Holistic and TwoStep are comparable,
and dominated by the ranking cost.
We next evaluate the ENRON dataset using Q2, where the
search word in the LIKE predicate is either ‘http’ or ‘deal’.
The corruptions simulate rule-based labeling functions. For
the ‘http’ query, we label all training emails containing ‘http’
as spam (13% of emails, of which 76% already labeled spam).
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The label corruption method is similar for the ‘deal’ query
(18% of emails, 2.7% labeled spam). Table 3 summarizes the
results: InfLoss, Loss and TwoStep perform poorly. It is worth
pointing out that InfLoss takes 2 days to produce the results.
Holistic performs much better for ‘deal’ because 17.5% more
training labels were flipped, in contrast to only 3.14% for
‘http’.
Dataset InfLoss Loss TwoStep Holistic
DBLP 0.30 0.35 0.71 0.99
ENRON ’%http%’ 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.12
ENRON ’%deal%’ 0.17 0.02 0.07 0.40
Table 3: AUC for DBLP with medium corruption, and EN-
RON with different search words.
Takeaways: Loss-based approaches are sensitive to the number
of systematic errors in the training set—at large corruption
rates, the model can overfit to the errors and lead to poor de-
bugging quality. In contrast, complaints help ensure training
records are ranked according to their effects on the complaints.
We find that InfLoss takes over 40s per iteration, yet performs
poorly under systematic errors. For these reasons, we do not
evaluate InfLoss in subsequent experiments, but keep Loss to
serve as a comparison point.
6.3 Baseline Comparison: SPJA Queries
This section uses the MNIST dataset to evaluate complaint-
based debugging against the baselines for SPJA queries con-
taining joins. The first two experiments join two image sub-
sets that do not overlap in their digits, and thus expect no
results of the join operation. We introduce corruptions by
flipping a random subset of digit 1 images to be labeled 7
instead. We corrupt 30% (low), 50% (medium), and 70% (high)
of the labels, impacting 3%, 5% and 7% of the total training
labels accordingly. We chose MNIST to make the problem
more ambiguous: the model is a 10-digit classifier, thus there
are 10 ways (1 = 1, 2 = 2, e.t.c.) to incorrectly satisfy the
join condition, but 90 ways to incorrectly fix it (all other
label combinations). We thus expect TwoStep to perform
poorly due to a large number of satisfying, but incorrect, ILP
solutions.
We first use Q3, which joins images of 1 with images of
7. We generate tuple complaints for join results where the
left (or right) side of the join was correctly predicted, but the
right (left) side was incorrect. This results in 121, 550, and
931 complaints for the low, medium, and high corruption
rates. Figure 6a shows that TwoStep and Loss perform poorly
compared to Holistic, despite 550 complaints. When varying
the corruption rate in Figure 6b, TwoStep improves slightly,
but is still dominated by Holistic.
Our second experiment runs a COUNT aggregation (Q4)
on Q3’s results. The left relation contains images with digits
1 through 5; the right relation contains digits 6 – 9, 0. The
complaint says that the result should be 0—this is the same
as a delete complaint on all join tuples, and states that all
left tuples should not have the same prediction as any in the
right relation. As expected, the lower ambiguity improves
the likelihood that TwoStep’s ILP picks a good satisfying
solution, but the large standard deviation shows that it is
unstable (Figure 6a). Figure 6d shows both Loss and TwoStep
perform poorly across corruption rates; note that TwoStep
is erratic between runs and doesn’t show a clear trend.
Our third experiment joins two image datasets that over-
lap. We use the same relations as the previous experiment,
and set the corruption rate to 50%. However, we move a
subset of the 1 digit images from the left relation to the
right, which we call the mix rate. For example, a mix rate
of 25% means that we move 25% of the 1 images (296 out
of 1125) from the left relation to the right—the true output
of Q4 should be 829 × 296 = 245384, whereas the incor-
rect output was 1044470. As noted in Section 5.2.2, this is
far more ambiguous than the previous experiment. As we
vary the mix rate between 5%, 25%, 35%, the AUCCRfor Loss
is stable at ≈ 0.24, whereas Holistic is initially high then
decreases slightly (AUCCR= 0.78, 0.57, 0.48, respectively).
TwoStep does not solve the ILP within 30 minutes, thus
we cannot report its results.
Takeaways: Overall, Holistic achieves the highest recall on
SPA and SPJA queries as compared to the baselines as well
as TwoStep. TwoStep is sensitive to the ILP solver as well as
the level of ambiguity, which we will evaluate in the next
subsection.
6.4 Effects of Ambiguity
The previous experiments suggested the effects of high ambi-
guity on the different approaches. In this experiment, we use
the same setup as Q3 in the SPJ experiment, and carefully
vary the amount of complaint ambiguity. In the previous
experiment, the complaint only specifies that the join output
record should not exist, but does not prescribe how to fix it.
Here, we will replace a subset a of those complaints with
unambiguous complaints. Specifically, for a complaint over a
join output record (l ∈ L, r ∈ R), we replace it with value com-
plaints on the output of the model predictions predict(l) and
predict(r). We corrupt 30% of the 1 digits as in the previous
experiment.
Figure 7 shows that Holistic dominates the approaches at
high ambiguity (10% complaints), however at low ambiguity
(80%), TwoStep is competitive with Holistic. In addition, this
experiment illustrates how Rain can make use of complaints
from different parts of the query plan. Specifically, we can
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(a) Recall for point
complaints (50% corruption).
(b) AUCCRfor point com-
plaints.
(c) Recall for COUNT
complaint (50% corruption).
(d) AUCCRfor COUNT com-
plaint.
Figure 6: MNIST complaints on individual join rows (a-b), or COUNT of join results (c-d).
view the join record complaints as complaints on the output
of Q3 and the unambiguous complaints on the predictions
of L and R as complaints that target the provenance of Q3.
Figure 7: Varying ambiguity of the MNIST point complaints
experiment. Each facet varies the percentage of join result
complaints that are replacedwith direct complaints over the
model mispredictions.
Takeaways: TwoStep is sensitive to ambiguity. TwoStep con-
verges to Holistic when ambiguity is reduced by, for example,
directly labelling many model mispredictions.
6.5 Multi-Query Complaints
So far, we have evaluated Rain using a single query and
on a single attribute. In this experiment, we use the multi-
attribute Adult dataset, and illustrate that complaints over
different queries (that use the same model) can be combined
to more effectively identify training set errors. We execute
Figure 8:Holistic can benefit from combining complaints of
multiple queries.
Q6 and Q7 from Table 2. Q6 groups the dataset by Gender
and creates a value complaint for the male average value. Q7
aggregates the dataset by Age (bucketed into decades), and
creates a value complaint for the 40-50 age group’s average
value. To corrupt the training set, we select records that
satisfy the conjunction of low income, male, and 40-50 years
old, and flip a% of their labels from low income (y=0) to high
income (y=1). 8.2% of the training set matches this predicate.
We set a ∈ {30%, 50%} thus affecting the labels of 2.4% and
4.1% training points respectively.
Figure 8 shows that TwoStep, Loss, and Holistic when
given each complaint in isolation, and when given both.
TwoStep and Loss are unable to find any erroneous training
records. One of the reasons is that the preprocessing step
borrowed from [16] only uses three attributes to construct
their features. This results in many duplicate training points
(118/6512 points are unique). Thus, considerably more itera-
tions for TwoStep and Loss are spent proposing and removing
duplicates. Further, TwoStep’s SQL step is agnostic to the
model and training set, and fails to leverage this information
when solving the ILP.
Holistic is, to a lesser degree, affected by the duplicates for
the Gender complaint. This is because Gender is less selective
than Age: in the training set, only 23.1% of males are between
40 and 50 but 71.3% of people between 40 and 50 are males.
Holistic benefits considerably from using both complaints
because they serve to narrow the possible training errors to
those within the corrupted subspace.
Takeaways: Users often run multiple queries over the same
dataset. We find that Holistic is able to leverage complaints
across multiple queries. In contrast, techniques that are obliv-
ious to the complaints (Loss) or oblivious to the model and
training (TwoStep) perform poorly.
6.6 Do Complaints Reduce Debugging
Effort?
One of the potential benefits of a complaint-based debug-
ging approach is that users can specify a few aggregate but
potentially ambiguous complaints, rather than label many
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Figure 9: Comparison of one aggregate complaint (black)
and increasing the number of point complaints (red)
individual, unambiguous, model predictions. In addition, it
is desirable that complaints are robust to mis-specifications.
For example, if a result value is 20 but should be 49, then a
value complaint that is 50, or 60, or 45 should not greatly
affect the returned training records. We now evaluate both
of these questions in sequence. We use the MNIST dataset
with corruptions that flip 10% of the training images with
the digit 1 to be labeled 7.
First, we compare aggregate-level and prediction-level
complaints. Agg Complaint is a single value complaint over
Q5, which counts the number of 1 digits; Point Complaints
varies the number of complaints of model mispredictions
from 1 to 709, and is equivalent to state-of-the-art influence
analysis [35]). Figure 9 shows that the aggregate complaint
is enough to achieve AUCCR≈ 1, whereas TwoStep requires
over 200 point complaints to reach AUCCR≈ 0.87. This sug-
gests that, from an user perspective, aggregate-level com-
plaints can require less effort.
A potential drawback of aggregate-level complaints is
that they may be sensitive to mis-specification. To evaluate
this, we introduce three types of errors to the user’s value
complaint. The errors vary in the user-specified X in the
equality complaint t[a] = X, as compared to the ground
truth X∗. Overshoot overcompensates for the error by setting
X = 1.2 × X∗, meaning if the query result was 10 and the
ground truth was 100, then X is set to 120. Partial under-
estimates the error but correctly identifies the direction the
query result should move—X is set to the average of the
query result and the ground truth (e.g., 55 in the preceding
example).Wrong overcompensates in the incorrect direction,
and sets X = 0.8 × t[a].
Figure 10 shows that Holistic is relatively robust to mis-
specified complaints, as long as they point in the correct
direction of error. Specifically, the HolisticPartial curve de-
grades around K = 150 because the complaint has been
satisfied. Holistic performs poorly when the complaint direc-
tion isWrong because it tries to identify training records that
if removed reduce the count whereas the true corruptions
do the opposite. TwoStep similarly degrades, whereas Loss
is insensitive because it does not rely on complaints at all.
Figure 10: How errors in complaints affect each approach.
Takeaways: Complaint-based approaches allow users to pro-
vide few ambiguous complaints over aggregated results, and
still accurately identify training set errors. Holistic is robust to
misspecifications as long as the direction of the complaint is
correct.
7 RELATEDWORK
Rain provides complaint-driven data debugging for relational
queries that use machine learning inference. This is most
closely related to SQL explanations in the DB community,
ML explanations in the ML community. It is also related to
data cleaning for machine learning, as well as debugging ML
pipelines in general.
SQL Explanation: SQL explanation seeks to explain errors
in a query result. Errors may be specified as incorrect val-
ues, how values should change, tuples that should not exist,
or tuples that should exist. These errors can be explained
as subsets of the queried relations [29], predicates over the
queried relations that should be deleted [3, 64, 65, 80], values
of the queried relations that should be changed [54], changes
to the query [10, 74, 76], or changes to past queries [79]. This
line of work is generally related to causal interventions in
queries [53, 66] and reverse data management [52].
Provenance [13, 22, 29] returns the queried records, and
how they were combined, for a given output record. This
is a form of explanation, serves as the starting point for
many of the SQL explanation approaches above, including
this work. From our perspective, Rain traces user complaints
back through the query, and by using influence analysis, back
to the training records.
ML Explanation: Gilpin et. al [20] provide an excellent
survey of ML Interpretation. A major aspect of ML expla-
nation is in understanding why a model makes a specific
prediction for a data point, and techniques include surrogate
models [62], saliency maps [70, 71, 83], decision sets [42],
rule summaries [40, 63], hidden unit analysis [68], sensitiv-
ity analysis [31, 56], and general feature attribution meth-
ods [49, 73].
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Most related are case-based explanations that identify
training records that affected a set of mispredictions. Of
these, influence analysis methods are prominent. Techniques
such as DUTI [85] model this task as a bi-level optimization
problem that may require several rounds of model retraining
to identify a single training point. Influence Functions [35]
avoid retraining by approximating this influence locally.
The limitation of these approaches is that they assume
that the user has identified model mispredictions. In con-
trast, Rain focuses on query result complaints that have been
affected by model mispredictions. However, it may not be
directly known which of the queried records have been mis-
predicted.
Debugging ML Pipelines: Relational plans, such as those
studied in this work, can be viewed as a restricted form of
general data analysis pipelines. Within this context, data er-
rors are a major issue in ML pipelines [57]. Systems such as
Data X-Ray [78] help debug large-scale data pipelines by sum-
marizing data errors that share a common cause. Data valida-
tion [9, 69] andmodel assertions [30] help catch errors before
deployment. This work relies on record-level provenance to
address complaints; provenance is increasingly viewed as an
integral part of any modern ML pipeline [5, 77].
Data Cleaning: Machine learning relies on training data.
Data cleaning is both used to clean errors in training datasets
to improve ML models, and leverage ML to identify errors.
Traditional data cleaning is largely based on constraints [11,
58]. In contrast, recent work leverages knowledge of down-
streamMLmodels [38, 39, 41, 44], integrates cleaning signals
from heterogeneous sources [61], and leverages machine
learning to perform error detection [2, 25, 50].
In addition to general methods for addressing noisy la-
bels [19], techniques such as Snorkel help identify conflicting
and noisy labels from different labeling sources [59], while
other work leverages oracles [15].
Unlike the existing studies in data cleaning, our work
is focused on detecting training set errors w.r.t. the user
complaints expressed as Query 2.0.
8 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Leveraging model inference within query execution (which
we call Query 2.0) is rapidly gaining wide-spread adoption.
However, query results are now susceptible to errors in the
model’s training data. Although there exist techniques to
individually debug outliers of SQL queries, and prediction
errors in ML models, techniques to address the combination
of the two do not exist.
To this end, Rain helps users identify training set errors
by leveraging not only the model and data, but also user
complaints about final or intermediate query results. Rain
integrates these together to find the training records that will
most address the user’s complaints. To do so, we introduce
two approaches. TwoStep splits the query into SQL-only
and ML prediction-only subplans that can be solved using
existing SQL and ML explanation techniques. Holistic is an
optimization that integrates both steps to directly estimate
each training record’s influence on user complaints. Our
experiments show that Holistic more accurately identifies
systematic training set errors as compared to existing ML
explanation techniques, across relational, image, and text
datasets; linear and neural network models; and different
SPJA queries.
Other Interventions: The type of intervention for fixing
the training data is not restricted to only the deletion. Exist-
ing techniques like [75] advocates doing label fixing while
training and others like [39] proposes both feature and la-
bel fixing. Rain chooses deletion based intervention for two
reasons: 1. Deletion based intervention is a natural and wide
used in SQL explanation [80]. Rain uses deletion as the first
step towards this broader Query 2.0 Debugging problem, 2.
There can be many choices to fix the labels, even more for
features. It is unclear how to find the correct fix. We leave
other interventions as the future work.
SystematicDebugging: Combining separate analysismeth-
ods in a piece-wise manner, such as TwoStep, can perform
poorly. This is both because errors from one step will propa-
gate and affect subsequent steps, and because information
cannot be shared between steps. Holistic suggests that it is
important to consider the entire pipeline and user specifica-
tions in a holistic manner.
Stepping back, there is an increasing need for system-wide
debugging of data analytic pipelines that use model infer-
ence. This paper advocates for a complaint-driven approach
towards pipeline debugging. Different users—customers, en-
gineers, data scientists, and ML experts—have differing ac-
cess, perspective, and expertise of the data that flows through
these analytic pipelines [7, 57]. We plan to extend this work
beyond SPJA queries to general relational and non-relational
workflows, to improve the runtime of the system, and to
study interventions beyond training record deletion.
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A AMBIGUITY & TWOSTEP
In this section, we will describe a setting where TwoStep is
unlikely to identify the correct training errors because the
complaint is ambiguous. Specifically, we will formally prove
that very few solutions to the SQL step of TwoStep can lead
to a training error discovery in the influence step.
For the needs of our setting, we will focus on debugging a
binary logistic regression model M. Its training set T consists
of data that is drawn from a clean distribution as well as a
single noisily labeled example t. Let l′ ∈ {0, 1} be the noisy
label of t. For convenience, let the feature vector of t be
orthogonal to the other records in T, i.e. its inner product
with all other feature vectors is zero. Symmetrically, the
queried records distribution contains n records with all but
m being orthogonal to t, just like the clean distribution. The
remaining m records can be arbitrary.
Let the query Q count the number of records in the queried
dataset where M.predict(r) = 1 – l′, the opposite of the t’s
incorrect label. The user complaint is that the query result
should be k when the current result is 0. We use TwoStep
with an influence analysis step based on [35].
Theorem A.1. Assuming that the ILP solver picks uniformly
at random from the satisfying solution space, then for fixed
m, k the probability that TwoStep assigns t a non-zero score in
the influence analysis step converges to 0 as n→∞.
The intuition of the proof is straightforward. Given the
orthogonality condition, the predictions of the n –m queried
records coming from the clean distribution would be the same
regardless if t existed or not. Unless the ILP assignment picks
at least one of the remaining m records, influence analysis
at the second step will always assign a zero score for t. As n
increases with k and m fixed the probability of picking even
one of the m records decreases to 0.
For each of the ILP solutions that do not favor the recovery
of t, we can always construct clean training records with
positive scores that are ranked above t. Injecting as many
as we want for each ILP solution, we can guarantee that
TwoStep ranks t arbitrarily low.Wewill conclude this section
with the proof of the main theorem.
Proof. Let j be the parameters of the logistic regression
problem. We can write
j = j noise + j clean
where j noise is the projection of j on the direction of the
feature vector of t and the second term is the orthogonal
residue. We will call vnoise the feature vector of t and vi and
yi the feature vectors and labels of the clean data. Let ℓ be
the sample loss function of M
L(j ) =
Tc∑
i=1
ℓ(vi, yi, j ) + ℓ(vnoise, l′, j ) + l ∥j ∥2
where the first term corresponds to the loss of the clean data
and the second term corresponds to the loss of t. ℓ takes
the feature vector and projects it to j and then applies the
sigmoid function and then the log loss. Let f denote the
function implementing the steps after the projection
ℓ(j , vi, yi) = f(j · vi, yi) = f(j clean · vi, yi)
ℓ(j , vnoise, l′) = f(j · vnoise, l′) = f(j noise · vnoise, l′)
That is the clean distribution loss depends only on j clean
and the loss on t depends only on j noise. Thus we essentially
have two loss functions that depend on disjoint variables
L(j ) =
Tc∑
i=1
f(j clean · vi, yi) + l ∥j clean∥2
+ f(j noise · vnoise, l′) + l ∥j noise∥2
= L1(j clean) + L2(j noise)
Essentially we have two distinct optimization problems
j ∗clean = argminj clean
L1(j clean)
j ∗noise = argminj noise
L2(j noise)
Observe that the existence of t does not affect the value
of j ∗clean. Additionally, predictions on queried records that
have feature vectors that are orthogonal to t depend only
on j ∗clean. Thus complaints on these queried records cannot
be resolved by deleting t. For these complaints, t would be
assigned a zero score by the influence step of TwoStep.
The feature vectors of the m queried records are the only
ones that could have a non-zero inner product with t. Thus,
out of all the satisfying solutions of the ILP, only ones that
assign the label of 1–l′ to at least one of the m queried records
has any hope of giving t a non-zero score in the influence
analysis step. Observe that there are
(n
k
)
solutions to the ILP
and there are
(n–m
k
)
assignments that do not pick any of the
m points. The probability of picking such an assignment is
converging to 1.
lim
n→∞
(n–m
k
)(n
k
) = lim
n→∞
(n – m)!(n – k)!
(n – m – k)!n!
= lim
n→∞
k–1∏
i=0
n – i – m
n + i = 1
The probability of assigning t a non-zero score goes to 0. 
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B HOLISTIC RELAXATION EXAMPLES
In this section, we will provide additional examples of how
Holistic handles multi-class classification models and aggre-
gate comparisons in SQL queries.
Multi-class models Relaxing SQL queries that use multi-
class classification models is also supported. As an example,
let us consider the MNIST dataset that we describe in Sec-
tion 6. We can design a classifier that takes one image, repre-
sented by a 28 × 28 grid of pixels, and yields a number from
0 to 9 corresponding to the digit displayed. We may want to
use this model in an optical character recognition applica-
tion that takes a handwritten multi-digit number, segments
it into small images each containing a single digit and uses
the classifier to figure out the numerical value of the whole
number. Let us assume that the segmentation has occurred
and that we have the sequence of N images stored in a table
DIGITS in an attribute called image. Along with each image
we have a field position indicating the digit position from
the right. The numeric value of the number is represented
in SQL by the following query
SELECT SUM(POWER(10, position)*predict(image)) FROM DIGITS.
Let j be the parameters of our model and pij(j ) be the
probability assigned by the classifier that the image at po-
sition i is digit j. Then the relaxation of the query output is
the following quantity
N∑
i=1
10i–1
9∑
j=0
j · pij(j )
Aggregate comparisons SQL queries are allowed to use
comparisons in their selection and join predicates. Unfor-
tunately, the relaxation rules for Holistic as described in
Section 5.3 do not directly support comparison operators.
Regardless of its complexity, every comparison has an equiv-
alent logical formula involving only AND, OR, NOT thatHolistic
supports. Finding such a logical formula can be non-trivial
when aggregate values are compared. SQL can express ag-
gregate comparisons through a HAVING clause.
For example, let us revisit the optical character recognition
application of the previous subsection. We want to express a
predicate selecting numbers that are greater or equal than 95.
Let xi,j be the boolean value expressing that the digit at posi-
tion i from the right is classified as being j. For simplicity we
focus on the case of two-digit numbers. Then the aggregate
comparison is equivalent to the following formula
x2,9 AND
( ∨
9≥‘ ≥5
x1,‘
)
In general, finding the equivalent formula can be a compu-
tationally expensive procedure and the resulting formula can
have a large amount of terms slowing down the influence
analysis step. Identifying ways to relax comparisons directly
is a promising direction for future work. It is important to
note that comparisons that are part of the complaint itself do
not require special care. They can be handled directly based
on the techniques described in Section 5.3.
C THE VALUE OF COMPLAINTS
In this section, we will describe a setting where ordering
training records based on loss or loss sensitivity ranks train-
ing corruptions at the bottom. At the same time, an appro-
priately selected complaint is sufficient to rank all corrupted
training records at the top.
For the needs of our setting, we will focus on debugging
a binary logistic regression model M. Our training set T
is a mixture of clean and corrupted training records. Clean
records have been perfectly labelled whereas the corrupted
ones have had theirs inverted. Corrupted training records
labelled as being in class 1 are truly in class 0 and vice versa.
For simplicity, we are going the two following assump-
tions. First, the feature vectors of the clean training records
are all orthogonal to the ones in the corrupted distribution.
That is for each pair of records from the two distributions,
the corresponding feature vectors have zero inner product.
Second, the feature vectors for all corrupted training records
are parallel. That is for each pair of feature vectors vi and
vj from the corrupted training records, there is a kij ∈ R
such that vi = kijvj. Third, we are going to assume that the
corrupted training records are linearly separable, i.e. there is
a linear classifier that can correctly specify the labels of the
corrupted training records.
Let us discuss the two ways we can use the model loss to
rank training records. The first one is to use the loss value
of each training record. The Loss baseline discussed in the
experiments ranks training records with higher loss at the
top. The second one ranks training records based on loss
sensitivity. Specifically, [35] considers the effect of the re-
moval of each training record on its own loss. This is the
InfLoss baseline. For each training record z it computes a loss
sensitivity
–∇j ℓ(z, j ∗)H–1j ∗∇j ℓ(z, j ∗).
These scores are negative or zero since the Hessian of logistic
regression, and thus its inverse, is positive definite. Large
negative values indicate that when the training record is re-
moved, its own loss tends to increase rapidly. These training
records are ranked at the top by InfLoss. The following holds
Theorem C.1.As the number of corrupted training records
goes to infinity, the loss and loss sensitivity of corrupted training
records goes to zero.
Observe that 0 is the minimum value of the loss and max-
imum value of the loss sensitivity. Thus both approaches
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rank corrupted training records at the bottom. As a first step
let us prove this theorem.
Proof. Let j be the parameters of the logistic regression
problem. We can once again write
j = j noise + j clean.
j noise is the projection of j on the direction of the feature
vector of a corrupted training record. It does not matter which
one since all are parallel. j clean is the orthogonal residue.
We can apply the same techniques as in the proof of Theo-
rem A.1 to get two independent optimization problems. Let K
be the number of corrupted points, vi the feature vectors and
yi the corresponding corrupted labels. Using the f function
from the proof of Theorem A.1
j ∗noise = argminj noise
( K∑
i=1
f(vi · j noise, yi) + l ∥j noise∥2
)
As a first step we want to prove that
lim
K→∞ f(vi · j
∗
noise, yi) = 0
for all pairs of vi and yi from the corrupted training records.
This states that the loss of the corrupted records goes to 0,
our first claim. Let s be the sigmoid function. By first order
conditions we have that j ∗noise satisfies
K∑
i=1
(
s(vi · j ∗noise) – yi
)
vi + 2l · j ∗noise = 0.
We have assumed that the corrupted training records are
linearly separable. Thus there exists a vector u that linearly
separates the data with margin 1. Let us multiply with this
vector the equation above.
K∑
i=1
(
s(vi · j ∗noise) – yi
)
vi · u + 2l · j ∗noise · u = 0.
In turn we have that
K∑
i=1
(
s(vi · j ∗noise) – yi
)
vi · u
j ∗noise · u
= –2l .
Given that u has margin 1, we have that
(2yi – 1) · vi · u ≥ 1
and thus for both yi equal to 0 and 1, all summation terms
of the previous equation need to have the same sign. As the
number of terms K increases, the terms cannot be bounded
away from 0 while the sum remains finite. Thus j ∗noise is such
that either the numerator goes to zero or the denominator
goes to infinity or both. In either case
lim
K→∞ j
∗
noise · u = ∞
Given that all vi are parallel to u and j ∗noise, the loss of the
samples going to 0 follows immediately.
Similarly, the gradients of the losses go to a 0 norm. For
the loss sensitivity scores, we have
–∇j ℓ(z, j ∗)H–1j ∗∇j ℓ(z, j ∗) ≥ –
∇j ℓ(z, j ∗)2 l max(H–1j ∗ )
where l max(H–1j ∗ ) the biggest eigenvalue of the inverse Hes-
sian. The minimum eigenvalue of the Hessian is at least 2l .
Thus the inverse Hessian has bounded eigenvalues by 12l .
–∇j ℓ(z, j ∗)H–1j ∗∇j ℓ(z, j ∗) ≥ –
∇j ℓ(z, j ∗)2 12l
With the gradient norms going to 0, the loss sensitivity scores
of all corrupted training records need to going to 0 as well. 
Thus for a large enough number of corrupted training
records and the clean ones fixed, we can force the corrupted
training records to the bottom of the rankings for both Loss
and InfLoss. What remains to discuss is how an appropriate
complaint can bring these records to the top of the ranks.
Complaints on queried recordswith feature vectors parallel
to the ones of the corrupted training records are particularly
interesting. For these complaints, the clean training records
receive 0 influence scores following the same discussion as
in Theorem A.1. It thus remains to find one such complaint
that assigns positive scores to all corrupted training records.
Even identifying one of the mispredicted queried records
that have the property above will do. Let zq = (vq, yq) be the
identified record with its correct label. The influence score
of each corrupted training record zi = (vi, yi) is
–∇j ℓ(zq, j ∗)H–1j ∗∇j ℓ(zi, j ∗).
We have that
∇j ℓ(zq, j ∗) =
(
s(vq · j ∗noise) – yq
)
vq
∇j ℓ(zi, j ∗) =
(
s(vi · j ∗noise) – yi
)
vi.
vq and vi are parallel but zq is mispredicted while zi is cor-
rectly predicted. Simple algebra shows that the gradients
have opposite directions. That is there is a k > 0 such that
∇j ℓ(zq, j ∗) = –k∇j ℓ(zi, j ∗)
Since the Hessian of logistic regression and thus its inverse
is positive definite, we have
–∇j ℓ(zq, j ∗)H–1j ∗∇j ℓ(zi, j ∗) =
k∇j ℓ(zi, j ∗)H–1j ∗∇j ℓ(zi, j ∗) > 0.
Thus the influence scores of all corrupted training records
are positive and the complaint ranks all of them at the top.
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D DEBUGGING ON NN
In this section, we evaluate TwoStep, Loss, and Holistic on
a convolutional neural network (CNN) model. We execute
the COUNT query Q5 on the MNIST dataset, and we corrupt
the training set by flipping 50% of the 1 digit images to be
labeled 7. The CNN model consists of 3-layers (convolution,
max pooling, dense with RELU activation). [35] showed em-
pirically that the influence function analysis works even for
neural networks, which are non-convex, including CNN ar-
chitectures. We also include the logistic regression model for
comparison.
This section reports the AUCCRfor the three approaches.
We find that Holistic degrades slightly when debugging the
CNN model. This agrees with the findings of [35], where the
influence analysis scores were shown to be less accurate for
non-convex than convex models. Recent work on influence
analysis [24] has provided improved approaches that are
more accurate on non-convex models. Rain is compatible
with [24] and can continue to leverage any improvements
on influence analysis by the ML community.
Figure 11: AUCCRwhen using CNN and logistic regression
models.
Figure 12: Per-iteration runtimes for debugging CNN and lo-
gistic regression models for different corruption rates.
Figure 12 shows that per-iteration runtimes for Loss is
dominated by retraining costs. We note that the models are
trained incrementally in each iteration i.e. the previous val-
ues of the weights are used as initializations for the next
debugging iteration. Thus, retraining costs can vary across
methods depending on which points are removed. Intuitively
removing points with high loss may result in significant
model changes and thus can lead to higher retraining costs,
explaining the higher retraining time for Loss in Figure 12
when compared to TwoStep and Holistic.
In contrast, TwoStep and Holistic are dominated by calcu-
lating the Hessian vector products required by the conjugate
gradient approach of [51]. Even if the conjugate gradient
approach is much faster than naively computing the inverse
Hessian, its cost grows linearly with the number of parame-
ters of the model. [35] suggested doing the influence analysis
on neural networks by considering only the weights of the
last layer as parameters, treating all the previous layer as a
fixed feature transformation. We leave studying the effects
of this optimization on debugging runtimes as future work.
Takeaways: Holistic supports queries that use neural network
models. It performs well under low and moderate corruption
rates and dominates TwoStep and Loss. However, each iteration
takes≈ 3 seconds due to the cost of the ranking (hessian inverse)
step, which is particularly costly for neural network models.
